A novel approach to establishing the design space for the oral formulation manufacturing process.
A novel approach to establishing the design space for the oral formulation manufacturing process was investigated. A response surface method incorporating multivariate spline interpolation was applied to overcome the nonlinear problem, which is always problematic in pharmaceutical development studies, and a bootstrap resampling technique, polynomial approximation technique, and 95% confidence intervals based on a nonparametric approach were applied to estimate the reliability of the established design space derived from the nonlinear response surface model. The critical quality attributes (CQAs) of intermediate material rather than the critical process parameters (CPPs) were chosen as the causal factors for the response variables, which were CQAs of the final product to avoid scale-gap and equipment-gap. This enabled the effective use of data sets accumulated during all pharmaceutical development studies. It was confirmed that a conservative border as well as an optimistic border of the design space for practical use was obtained considering the variability of the border of the design spaces on nonlinear response surfaces. Furthermore, the nonlinear response surface model using CQAs of intermediate material derived from data sets of a laboratory scale study and pilot scale studies could predict the CQA of the final product (2.5 h dissolution of commercial-scale study) with high accuracy. Consequently, the proposed novel approach overcame all of the difficulties for the manufacturing process development of oral formulations and this is the first study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the design space using CQA of intermediate material for the oral formulation manufacturing process.